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要旨
　 ブレーザーは、有望な高エネルギーニュートリノ放射源として長らく考えられてきた。
IceCubeによって検出された~300	 TeVのニュートリノの対応候補天体として、Kanata、
Fermi、MAGICを含む多波長観測によって、明るい活動状態にあるBL	 Lac天体TXS	
0506+056が確認されたことは、高エネルギーニュートリノ源の解明に向けた重要な一
歩となる可能性がある。 	
　 我々は、これらマルチメッセンジャー観測の整合的な解釈を目指し、ブレーザーで
加速された電子・陽子に起因する放射成分を総括的に考慮したone-zoneモデルを構
築した。加速陽子によるpγニュートリノ生成過程の種光子として、ジェット内部の加速
電子によるシンクロトロン放射に限定して考え、放射領域の磁場・ドップラー因子、電
子・陽子のエネルギー分布などのパラメータを広い範囲に振って計算を行った。	
　 その結果、電磁波・ニュートリノ観測双方を再現するには、ガンマ線帯域でシンクロ
トロン自己コンプトン放射が卓越し、かつ加速陽子の総量が大きく、電子分布に低エ
ネルギーカットオフがある場合に限られることがわかった。一方で、ハドロン放射成分
（陽子シンクロトロン、陽子カスケードなど）が卓越するような場合は棄却される。現実
的には、pγ過程の種光子として、ジェット外部に起因する成分が存在した方が好都合
と考えられる。	
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Figure 1: Event display for neutrino event IceCube-170922A. The time at which a DOM ob-
served a signal is reflected in the color of the hit, red for earliest hits and blue for latest. The
total time the event took to cross the detector is ⇠ 4000 ns. The size of a colored sphere is
proportional to the logarithm of the amount of light observed at the DOM, with larger spheres
corresponding to larger signals. The total charge recorded is ⇠ 5800 photoelectrons. The best-
fit track direction is shown as an arrow, consistent with a zenith angle 5.7 deg below the horizon.

relevant time (19).

The alert was found to be in positional coincidence with the known �-ray blazar TXS 0506+056,

located at RA 77.36 deg and Dec +5.69 deg (J2000) (20) and 0.1 deg from the arrival direction70

of the high-energy neutrino. It triggered a number of follow-up observations across the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum. Enhanced activity from this object was reported over a wide frequency

range including the optical, X-ray and �-ray bands (discussed below).

An energy of 22 TeV was deposited in IceCube by the traversing muon. In order to estimate

the parent neutrino energy, the IceCube collaboration performed simulations of the response of75

the detector array, considering that the muon-neutrino might have interacted outside the detector

at an unknown distance. The best-fit power-law energy spectrum for astrophysical high-energy

muon neutrinos was assumed, dN/dE / E

�2.13 (2). These simulations yielded a most probable
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on original predictions of various models. For GRBs,
although their neutrino production efficiency can still be
consistent with the IceCube signal, stacking analyses by
IceCube have given interesting limits on this possibility
[4,18]. Different GRB classes, such as low-luminosity GRBs
[19,20], are possible as viable explanations of the IceCube
data, and they may give contributions larger than that from
classical long-duration and short-duration GRBs [21,22].
AGN are powered by supermassive black holes, and

∼10% of them are accompanied by relativistic jets. They
are the most prominent extragalactic sources in γ rays. A
significant fraction of the diffuse γ-ray background is
attributed to blazars for which the jets are pointing toward
us. Imaging atmospheric Cerenkov telescopes and the
recent Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope have discovered
many BL Lac objects and flat spectrum radio quasars
(FSRQs) (for a review, see Ref. [23] and references
therein). Moreover, radio galaxies that are misaligned by
large angles to the jet axis and thought to be the parent
population of blazars in the geometrical unification sce-
nario [24] are also an important class of γ-ray sources. The
blazar class has been investigated over many years as a
source of UHECRs and neutrinos [16,25–27].
The spectral energy distribution (SED) of blazar jets is

usually modeled by nonthermal synchrotron and inverse-
Compton radiation from relativistic leptons, although
hadronic emissions may also contribute to the γ-ray spectra
(see, e.g., Ref. [28]). It has been suggested that the SEDs of
blazars evolve with luminosity, as described by the so-
called blazar sequence (e.g., Refs. [29–33]). The blazar
sequence has recently been exploited to systematically
evaluate contributions of BL Lac objects and quasar-hosted
blazars (QHBs) (including steep spectrum radio quasars as
well as FSRQs) to the diffuse γ-ray background [34–36].
Besides the jet component, typical quasars—including
QHBs—show broad optical and UV emission lines that
originate from the broadline regions (BLRs) found near
supermassive black holes. The BLR also plays a role in
scattering radiation emitted by the accretion disk that feeds
matter onto the black hole. In addition, the pc-scale dust
torus surrounding the galactic nucleus is a source of IR
radiation that provides target photons for very high-
energy CRs.
In this work, we study high-energy neutrino production in

the inner jets of radio-loud AGN and examine the effects of
external photon fields on neutrino production in blazars. We
use the blazar sequence to derive the diffuse neutrino
intensity from the inner jets. We show that the cumulative
neutrino background, if from radio-loud AGN, is dominated
by the most luminous QHBs. This implies a cross-correlation
between astrophysical neutrinos with ∼1–100 PeV energies
and bright, luminous FSRQs found by Fermi.
In previous works on the diffuse neutrino intensity

[15,16], only the jet and accretion-disk components were
considered as target photons, but here we show that pγ

interactions with broadline photons and IR dust emission
are important when calculating the cumulative neutrino
background. Our study is useful to see if radio-loud AGN
can explain the IceCube signal or not. We show that the
simple inner jet model has difficulty in explaining the
IceCube data even when the external radiation fields are
taken into account. Even so, interestingly, we find that the
expected neutrino signal in the 0.1–1 EeV range provides
promising targets for future projects suitable for higher-
energy neutrinos, such as the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA)
[37], the Antarctic Ross Ice-Shelf ANtenna Neutrino Array
(ARIANNA) [38], the Antarctic Impulsive Transient
Antenna (ANITA) ultrahigh-energy neutrino detector
[39], and the ExaVolt Antenna mission [40].
Throughout this work, Qx ¼ Q=10x in cgs units.

Quantities in other units are explicitly expressed. We take
Hubble constant H0 ¼ 70 km s−1Mpc−1 and let the dimen-
sionless density paramters for mass and cosmological
constant be given by ΩΛ ¼ 0.7 and Ωm ¼ 0.3, respectively.

II. BLAZAR EMISSION

In general, the observed blazar SED consists of several
spectral components produced in different regions (for
reviews, see, e.g., Refs. [23,28]). We consider four com-
ponents that can be relevant as target photons for pγ
interactions. First, broadband nonthermal synchrotron and
synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) emission originates from
the dissipation region in the jet. Second, there are accretion-
disk photons that enter the jet directly or after being
scattered by electrons in the surrounding gas and dust.
Provided that the jet location is ≳1016 cm and the
Thomson-scattering optical depth is ≳0.01, the direct
accretion-disk component can be neglected [25,41]. The
third component is the broad AGN atomic line radiation;
this emission component is especially relevant for PeV
neutrino production in QHBs. Fourth, there is IR emission
from the dust torus. A schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 1, and the SEDs of blazars are shown in Fig. 2 as a

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic picture of a blazar, showing
external radiation fields relevant for neutrino production.
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neutrino emission from blazars
- pγ generally favored over pp in AGN jets
- target γ ε’γ>~20mπmpc4/Eνδ-1

                   ~ 0.4 keV (Eν/300 TeV)-1 (δ/20)
- unlike FSRQs, BL Lacs thought to
  lack bright external γ fields
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- with internal γ only,
  ν detectable only for high Lp
  Cerruti, Zech, Boisson, Emery,
  SI, Lenain, 1807.04335
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Q: Is consistent explanation possible with
only internal synchrotron as pγ targets?
model description	

- emission region: radius R, magnetic field B, Doppler factor δ
- electron distribution: broken power-law γe,min, γe,max, αe1,αe2γe,max, (γe,br)
- proton distribution: power-law γp,min=1, γp,max (or η), αp1=αe1

- leptonic emission: synchrotron, SSC
- hadronic emission	

follow Cerruti+ 15, Zech+ 17	

p+γLE→N+ π0, π+- photo-meson �
π+-→µ+-+ν→e+-+3ν   π0→2γ 

electron-positron
sync. cascadep+B→p+γ proton synchrotron

µ+-+B→µ+-+γ muon synchrotron

p+γLE→p+ e+e- photo-pair (Bethe-Heitler) �
e+e-+B→e+e-+γ

γ+γLE→e+e-
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the central engine for typical jet opening angles. As is usually
found for (lepto-)hadronic models, the required jet power is
relatively high and largely dominated by that in protons.
Solutions in the proton-synchrotron scenario are generally
less demanding in this respect, and one can find parameter
sets likely corresponding to sub-Eddington luminosity. It is
important to underline that our solutions are characterized
by αp,1 = 2.0 and γp,min = 1, and are thus conservative in
terms of the total power in hadrons. A lower luminosity can
be achieved if γp,min ≥ 1 or αp,1 ≤ 2.0. Lower luminosities
can also be achieved if the photons that serve as targets for
p-γ interactions originate outside the jet (see Ahnen et al.
2018).

The two scenarios should in principle be distinguishable
with future variability studies of this source. While the lepto-
hadronic scenario predicts a strong correlation between the
low-energy and high-energy spectral bumps, as in any SSC
scenario, the proton-synchrotron scenario would imply de-
lays between variations in the two components due to the
different acceleration and cooling time scales. A delay is also
expected between the hard X-ray component and the high-
energy peak flux in the lepto-hadronic solutions. In both
scenarios, the time-averaged SED during the high state of
the source is well reproduced by the model, while a rapid
flux increase over a few nights, potentially seen in the VHE
band, would require time-dependent modelling. The station-
ary solutions presented here are however consistent with a
variability time scale of one day.

In the proton-synchrotron scenario, protons can reach
a maximum Lorentz factor of 109, close to the highest ob-
served energies of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, when tak-
ing into account Doppler boosting. Maximum proton ener-
gies are low by a factor of ten in the lepto-hadronic scenario,
but the proton density is much higher.

4 CONCLUSIONS

After introducing a few simplifying constraints based on
general physical considerations, we have explored the full
parameter space of the lepto-hadronic one-zone model for
the spectral energy distribution of the 2017 high state
of TXS0506+056. Good solutions can be found with the
proton-synchrotron and mixed lepto-hadronic scenarios in
restricted parameter regions. While the proton-synchrotron
solutions are strongly disfavoured if the Ice Cube event
179022A has its origin in the source, lepto-hadronic solu-
tions can account for this event, while being relatively more
demanding in terms of the jet power. If a second neutrino
was detected from this source, this strongly favour the lepto-
hadronic scenario, while the absence of any future neutrino
detections could be used to put constraints on the acceptable
parameter space for both scenarios.
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Table 1. Parameters used for the hadronic models

Proton-synchrotron Lepto-hadronic

z 0.337 0.337
δ 35 − 50 30 − 50

R [1016 cm] 0.1 − 9.7 0.2 − 1.5
⋆τobs [days] 0.01 − 1.0 0.02 − 0.3

B 0.8 − 32 0.13 − 0.65
⋆uB [erg cm−3] 0.02 − 0.16 6.5 × 10−4 − 0.017

γe,min 500 500

γe,break = γe,min = γe,max

γe,max [104] 0.6 − 1.0 0.8 − 1.7

αe,1 = αp,1 2.0 2.0

αe,2 = αp,2 3.0 3.0

Ke [cm−3] 6.3 − 9.1 × 103 9.5 × 103 − 2.6 × 105

⋆ue [10−5 erg cm−3] 0.4 − 15.1 2.2 × 103 − 43 × 103

γp,min 1 1
γp,break[109] = γp,max = γp,max

γp,max[109] 0.4 − 2.5 0.06 − 0.2

η 20 − 50 10

Kp [cm−3] 10.4 − 2.0 × 104 3.5 × 103 − 6.6 × 104

⋆up [erg cm−3] 0.7 − 45 100 − 1400

⋆up/uB 1.0 − 89 3.9 × 104 − 79 × 104

⋆L [1046 erg s−1] 0.8 − 170 35 − 350

⋆ν [year−1] 5.7 × 10−3 − 0.2 0.11 − 3.0
⋆ν183−4300TeV [year−1] 2.4 × 10−5 − 1.7 × 10−3 0.008 − 0.11

The luminosity of the emitting region has been calculated as
L = 2πR2cΓ2

bulk
(uB + ue + up ), where Γbulk = δ/2, and uB , ue,

and up , the energy densities of the magnetic field, the electrons,
and the protons, respectively. The quantities flagged with a star

(⋆) are derived quantities, and not model parameters.
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the central engine for typical jet opening angles. As is usually
found for (lepto-)hadronic models, the required jet power is
relatively high and largely dominated by that in protons.
Solutions in the proton-synchrotron scenario are generally
less demanding in this respect, and one can find parameter
sets likely corresponding to sub-Eddington luminosity. It is
important to underline that our solutions are characterized
by αp,1 = 2.0 and γp,min = 1, and are thus conservative in
terms of the total power in hadrons. A lower luminosity can
be achieved if γp,min ≥ 1 or αp,1 ≤ 2.0. Lower luminosities
can also be achieved if the photons that serve as targets for
p-γ interactions originate outside the jet (see Ahnen et al.
2018).

The two scenarios should in principle be distinguishable
with future variability studies of this source. While the lepto-
hadronic scenario predicts a strong correlation between the
low-energy and high-energy spectral bumps, as in any SSC
scenario, the proton-synchrotron scenario would imply de-
lays between variations in the two components due to the
different acceleration and cooling time scales. A delay is also
expected between the hard X-ray component and the high-
energy peak flux in the lepto-hadronic solutions. In both
scenarios, the time-averaged SED during the high state of
the source is well reproduced by the model, while a rapid
flux increase over a few nights, potentially seen in the VHE
band, would require time-dependent modelling. The station-
ary solutions presented here are however consistent with a
variability time scale of one day.

In the proton-synchrotron scenario, protons can reach
a maximum Lorentz factor of 109, close to the highest ob-
served energies of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, when tak-
ing into account Doppler boosting. Maximum proton ener-
gies are low by a factor of ten in the lepto-hadronic scenario,
but the proton density is much higher.

4 CONCLUSIONS

After introducing a few simplifying constraints based on
general physical considerations, we have explored the full
parameter space of the lepto-hadronic one-zone model for
the spectral energy distribution of the 2017 high state
of TXS0506+056. Good solutions can be found with the
proton-synchrotron and mixed lepto-hadronic scenarios in
restricted parameter regions. While the proton-synchrotron
solutions are strongly disfavoured if the Ice Cube event
179022A has its origin in the source, lepto-hadronic solu-
tions can account for this event, while being relatively more
demanding in terms of the jet power. If a second neutrino
was detected from this source, this strongly favour the lepto-
hadronic scenario, while the absence of any future neutrino
detections could be used to put constraints on the acceptable
parameter space for both scenarios.
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psyn	

- 陽子シンクロトロン放射卓越（+高エネルギーで陽子カスケード寄与）
　の場合、電磁波スペクトルは説明可能
- が、νµ検出率が低すぎて棄却される
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the central engine for typical jet opening angles. As is usually
found for (lepto-)hadronic models, the required jet power is
relatively high and largely dominated by that in protons.
Solutions in the proton-synchrotron scenario are generally
less demanding in this respect, and one can find parameter
sets likely corresponding to sub-Eddington luminosity. It is
important to underline that our solutions are characterized
by αp,1 = 2.0 and γp,min = 1, and are thus conservative in
terms of the total power in hadrons. A lower luminosity can
be achieved if γp,min ≥ 1 or αp,1 ≤ 2.0. Lower luminosities
can also be achieved if the photons that serve as targets for
p-γ interactions originate outside the jet (see Ahnen et al.
2018).

The two scenarios should in principle be distinguishable
with future variability studies of this source. While the lepto-
hadronic scenario predicts a strong correlation between the
low-energy and high-energy spectral bumps, as in any SSC
scenario, the proton-synchrotron scenario would imply de-
lays between variations in the two components due to the
different acceleration and cooling time scales. A delay is also
expected between the hard X-ray component and the high-
energy peak flux in the lepto-hadronic solutions. In both
scenarios, the time-averaged SED during the high state of
the source is well reproduced by the model, while a rapid
flux increase over a few nights, potentially seen in the VHE
band, would require time-dependent modelling. The station-
ary solutions presented here are however consistent with a
variability time scale of one day.

In the proton-synchrotron scenario, protons can reach
a maximum Lorentz factor of 109, close to the highest ob-
served energies of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, when tak-
ing into account Doppler boosting. Maximum proton ener-
gies are low by a factor of ten in the lepto-hadronic scenario,
but the proton density is much higher.

4 CONCLUSIONS

After introducing a few simplifying constraints based on
general physical considerations, we have explored the full
parameter space of the lepto-hadronic one-zone model for
the spectral energy distribution of the 2017 high state
of TXS0506+056. Good solutions can be found with the
proton-synchrotron and mixed lepto-hadronic scenarios in
restricted parameter regions. While the proton-synchrotron
solutions are strongly disfavoured if the Ice Cube event
179022A has its origin in the source, lepto-hadronic solu-
tions can account for this event, while being relatively more
demanding in terms of the jet power. If a second neutrino
was detected from this source, this strongly favour the lepto-
hadronic scenario, while the absence of any future neutrino
detections could be used to put constraints on the acceptable
parameter space for both scenarios.
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Table 1. Parameters used for the hadronic models
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bulk
(uB + ue + up ), where Γbulk = δ/2, and uB , ue,

and up , the energy densities of the magnetic field, the electrons,
and the protons, respectively. The quantities flagged with a star

(⋆) are derived quantities, and not model parameters.
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band, would require time-dependent modelling. The station-
ary solutions presented here are however consistent with a
variability time scale of one day.

In the proton-synchrotron scenario, protons can reach
a maximum Lorentz factor of 109, close to the highest ob-
served energies of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, when tak-
ing into account Doppler boosting. Maximum proton ener-
gies are low by a factor of ten in the lepto-hadronic scenario,
but the proton density is much higher.

4 CONCLUSIONS

After introducing a few simplifying constraints based on
general physical considerations, we have explored the full
parameter space of the lepto-hadronic one-zone model for
the spectral energy distribution of the 2017 high state
of TXS0506+056. Good solutions can be found with the
proton-synchrotron and mixed lepto-hadronic scenarios in
restricted parameter regions. While the proton-synchrotron
solutions are strongly disfavoured if the Ice Cube event
179022A has its origin in the source, lepto-hadronic solu-
tions can account for this event, while being relatively more
demanding in terms of the jet power. If a second neutrino
was detected from this source, this strongly favour the lepto-
hadronic scenario, while the absence of any future neutrino
detections could be used to put constraints on the acceptable
parameter space for both scenarios.
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and up , the energy densities of the magnetic field, the electrons,
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- SSC放射卓越（+高エネルギーで陽子カスケード寄与）の場合、
  電磁波＋ニュートリノの説明可能だが、Lp~1048 erg/s, γe,min~500など、
　比較的極端なパラメータが必要
- ジェット外部種光子 (jet-sheath構造、RIAFなど) を考慮した方が好都合
- IceCube点源探査上限の考慮も必要（調査中）


